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Six Part Homily Series 
Blocks to Belonging to the Family: Anger 
11-12 February 2017 
 

1. Everyone seems to be so angry these days...with road rage, street protests, and anger in 
viral emails, online forums, in comment boxes to news stories, in your FB news feed and 
on Twitter.  Anger, anger, anger.  Anger divides families, it’s dividing America. 

a. The writers in the Mpls. paper wrote at least four articles on anger in 2016.  A 
writer even called anger the “new normal.” 

b. Anger creates counterfeit community; it can give people a sense of purpose, a 
sense of  fellowship…because when you share your anger against a common foe 
with other angry people, you feel even more justified to be angry.   

c. And it kinda feels good to be angry.  “Anger is an addiction. We like it.  The brain 
likes it” said Paul Simon.   
 

2. What is causing people to be so angry these days? 
a. Fear.  Oftentimes underneath the anger you will find fear, lots of fear.  When we 

worry or feel threatened, we often respond by getting angry. 
   

b. Feeling powerless, which can make rage feel righteous.  Anger can be used as a 
power emotion to counter weakness. 

 
c. Pride.   Entitlement, selfishness, Me first, and I deserve to be first! 

 
d. Videogames and movies can reinforce anger and violence. 

   
e. Music can powerfully reinforce your anger…here I am dating myself…Stabbing 

Westward, Nirvana Smashing Pumpkins.  Super heavy drums and loud beat 
makes you angry, because this kind of music powerfully disposes ourselves to 
vice. 

 
f. Video games can desensitize people to real world violence.  

 
3. Is all anger bad?   

a. Not necessarily!   Anger is one of the God-given emotions out there.  Good 
anger, puporses of anger, Chemicals are released in the brain, adrenalin, to fight 
or flight. We get a rush from these chemicals. We feel like we are in charge. It 
makes us feel powerful.  We can get addicted to anger.  

b. Each and every sin of the seven deadly sin (except envy) initially makes us feel 
good.  But later, high blood pressure 

c. Election anger on both sides…motivates you to vote for someone.  Can cause 
you, when it is too much, to burn cars and hit people and avoid treating 
immigrants with the God-given respect they deserve.  
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d. More and more boyfriends living an uncontrolled life unleash anger in domestic 
violence or with their children, because since they are not married, there is no 
permanence, and then he abandons his girl friend.   

e. There is so much anger out there in Social media, on blogs.  People comment on 
news stories at websites of newspapers, and they rage because they are 
anonymous…they are also at a distance from their interlocutor, may even half 
way around the world.  It’s easier to be nasty in writing rather than in speech.  

f. Furthermore, the news media actually creating it and fomenting it.  Just watch 
for the anger emotionality in news or website headlines…they need to keep you 
angry in order to survive!  

g. News media’s digital revenue depends people keeping clicking on their stories, 
and anger is a proven motivator for generating clicks. It’s called “rage 
profiteering.”  NY Times…content that induced anger was most emailed to 
others.  

h. Anger turned in on oneself can lead to depression.  
 

4. God created all parts of the human person.  God is the author of the emotions, which 
are an essential part of being human.  Link between body and soul.  Emotions MOVE us 
to God-given purpose of the emotions: to assist the will to choose the good.   

a. Morally neutral in itself. 
b. When is anger actually good, or justified?  Purpose of anger…to drive out evil, to 

powerfully correct an injustice.  Injustice ignites anger. 
c. Indignation, justified anger…Jesus had this but he did not have sinful, that is, 

over the top, anger.  When we do an exam of conscience…are we getting angry 
at the things we SHOULD get angry at?  Or do we do nothing when injustice 
strikes?  Good ager takes us outside of ourselves.   It emboldnes us to face 
injustice.   Tonconfront wrong and those whobdo wrong.  Good anger js 
controlled, focused, and reasoned,   Ad anger moves us to do great harm and 
evil.   It seeks ounishment and hurt for those who hurt us, tempered by 
moderation.animated out ofotivevfor charity.  

d. What else is good about anger?  It is a signal that something is wrong.  Like the 
red angry flashing light on yor dashboard.   Something’s wrong.  Anger is to the 
soul as pain is to the body.  The prupose of the light is to propel you to action…to 
stop, evaluate what is wrong, and then take appropriate action.  It is a signal that 
something is amiss,   It’s a secondary emotion…what emotionw ould I be feeling 
now if I weren’t feeling angry? 

e. Aquinas.  If ome is amgry in accordance with right reason, one’s anger is 
deserving or praise.” 

f. Think..why are you angry.  Seneca.. the greatestremedy for anger is delay.” 
g. Don’t donthe first thing anger tells yiu to do,  count to ten before deciding what 

to do, and then short orayer, Jesus save me!    
h. Use humor…to get your point across.  How about that person at work who steals 

yiur organge juice?  Write a funny note on it…dear orange juice thief, please ket 
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me know how many glasses you would like so I can plan ahead.  In a week or so, 
the theivery ended. 

i. Offer feeling of anger sacrifice for sins.  It is not supressing, it is sharing 
j. Anger hekps us. Drive our evil, fight demons,  

 
5. How can anger inhibit our freedom and drain us of happinss? 

a. Do you have hidden anger?  Hidden anger from childhood can be the source for 
adult outbursts.   How donyonkow if yo have this?  If yo over-react tonsomething 
that irks you…ask Jesus, why am I so disproportionately amgry at him or her? 

b. As a defense mechanism, vs. walls built of calcified anger...Desert fathers…it’s a 
passion onevfalls into when one’s desires are frustrated (see the link with 
pride?). So when the anger dissipates, the temporary emotional high that it is, 
The person can slip into duscouragement. 

c. It necomes a poison.  The louder our voices are, the more powerless we feel. 
Anger becomes a rage at our own powerlessness.  

d. This kind of anger  holds us back from receiving love…from God or others.. 
e. They isolate us!  They cut us off from belonging to the family! 

 
6. When does anger become a sin?   

a. The Capital Sin of AngerDeciding to hang onto it = sin, venial and mortal.  When 
we choose it, when we allow it to overpower us, it is sinful.  

b. Calcified, buried anger – bitter, self- caused slow poisoning. .  
c. Power emotion to counter weakness.  Anger makes us feel in control when in 

reality, we are not in control of anything.  Anger occurs when a strong emotion 
of irritation occurs when a need or expectation is not met.  

d. St. Paul wrote in Eph 5: “Be angry, but do not sin.” 
e. Wrath…burning desire to avenge 
f. Fury…fierce anger that it destroys common sense and the oower of good 

judgment.  Anger can blind us from the light of good judgment.” 
g. Rage…loss of self control…you don’t control your emotions…they control you.  

Extreme violence, temporary insanity,  
h. Needs to be controlled by reason… 
i. Anger at God…Psalms..expres it, then praise. It’s ok tl be frustrated at 

God…that’s in the Bible. 
 

7. Anger healing 
a. Freudian anger therapy is reinforcing. Scream rooms.   
b. Sharing haunted houses of anger with Christ in prayer. 
c. Letting go of the power that comes with holding on to resentment.  Donnot 

nurse it or let it simmer.   
d. False belief, a lie, can be the root of holding onto anger and causing you 

pain…which is, “when I am hurt, fearful, frustrated, or treated unfairly, I have the 
right to be angry until the situation changes.”  The true belief would be… “since I 
trust Christ with my life and have yielded my rights to him, I CHOOSE NOT TO BE 
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CONTROLLED BY MY ANGER.”  My human dsiappointme ts are God’s 
appointments to increase faith and develop character in me.”  Surrender to him,  
rooted in entitlement mentality.  There is a lot around here.  Let go of it…give it 
tonJesus and you will find incredible peace for your soul!  Release your right 
regarding the offense.   

e. Christ has to come and snip the barbed wires around your heart, but he will not 
do this without your permission.  Or sometimes a sledge hammer is needed. 

f. Serious block to receiving graces from God.  Can be why prayer is so dry.  Etc.   
g. Think before acting,  
h. Divert the mind 
i. Cannot see God anger.  Consent is key thoughts can be redorected.  Catch it right 

away when it rears its gead…be aware.  Roght action can,t be seen when one os 
blind with rage,  reinforcing,  
 

8. Action Plan 
a. Surrender to Christ…like AA…my life has become unmanageable. 
b. Break any agreements, and deals you have made with anger in the name of Jesus 

Christ.  
c. Ask ykurself two questions?  Can I change this situation?  If you can, then change 

it; if yiu can,t then release it, squeaxky door or faucet leaks, fix them, but if loved 
on dies or hiuse burns down, releaee it, go to God, refuse to demand yiur rights, 
rejecting any thought kf revenge, and surrender the situation tk the Lord.  
Abandon ykurndemands.  Look to the Lord to meet yiur need for love, 

d. Road rage…decide..i don’t have to become angry…I refuse to let someonenelse 
control my emltions,  reflect, process it rationally.   

e. Tell me what I did wrong…onenspouse to the other…I will try to do better.  To an 
angry spouse. 

f. Ge to onow your triggers. 
g. How confront others?  Clarify and listen. 
h. De Sales…drive away anger speedily…do not enter into negotiations with anger, 

for if we give ot ever sonlittle leisure, it will bcome mistress of the place.” 
i. Confession,  
j. The virtue tonpractiwce is called meekness and ot is the opposite of 

anger…power under control.   
k. St. john Bosco…it is easier tonbe angry at a boy than to restrain onself, 

tonthreaten a boy than to persuade him.  
l. Reveals an attachment to pride…we feel anger whenever we feel slighted, the 

power emtoion to counter weakness,  but sometimes ny God and not anger can 
correct the injstice,  

Anger is a from of pride that indicates that Inknow the rith action for another or that my dignity 
was insulted or that I’m to be the judge, jury, and executiioner.  
Humility…I don’t know the right actoin without the jelpnof the Holy Sporit,  
Anger makes us sick.   Ot represion, but lifting it up to God.  
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Bullying made me angry.  Hit the wall. 
 
Anger provides a strength tonfight againstvinjustice,  expresed anger gives honesty 
tonre,ationships.  
 
Holding ontonangry feelings...leads one to be a prisoner of the past. 
 
Patience humility geneoisty..requires judgment and choice.  
 
Four a's 
 
Awareness..i am fee,ing angry engages the mind, our rational part.  A soul body response to a 
perceived personal or social injustice, notice body, which stores anger.  
 
Acceptance.  Move from youbmade me angry to I am angry,  
 
Analysis..of causes, sources, functions os anger 
 
Action. Empty. Hair exercise…handling it ina anew way.  Or writing a letter. Breathe deeply, 
count tonten. Exercise,  
 
You make a choice.  Morally neutral in itself.   It is an important sign or signal that something is 
wrong, an indicator.  The feeling can reveal that we feel threatened.  Anger is a messenger.  
Anger is to the soul what pain is to the body…pain informs us that something is amiss.   Mercy 
hcanges anger into love.   Righteous anger or igdignatiuon in the face of injustice is justified.  
 
Are you getting angry at the things you should eb getting angry at?  Anger can lead to virtous 
action.   Jesus was angry.   It dodn’ty wmat to hurt anyone, he needed to be firm so that they 
would change their wats.  Be angry, but do no sin.  
 
Anger comes when somone take power or control and makes an idol out ofit.  
“You can’t make a calm decision when someone’s got you in a rage” (Paul Simon). 
 

 
a. Facts matter less than bruised egos.  Texts just emote; they tend to be less 

rational because a real human exchange is not taking place. 
 

Anger by Fr. Rob Kroll, SJ on Relevant Radio interview in 2011 
 
 

Anger is when someone takes power or control and makes an idol out of it. Anger is 

usually related to our issue of control. Fern forgiveness. We make a choice for fury or 

rats. Basically neutral in and of themselves the passions are morally neutral.  Anger can 

be an important sign or signal that something important is happening in our life...an 
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indicator. The mere feeling of anger can reveal the fact that we feel threatened by 

something outside of ourselves or in ourselves. Anger could help us to lead us to a certain 

plan of action which can be virtuous. Just feeling angry isn't necessarily sinful.  Anger as 

a messenger or sign. Anger is to the soul as pain is to the body.  Pain informs us that 

something is amiss. Forgiveness is a choice even if our emotions aren't fully caught up 

with that choice.  Jesus wants to change your sinful anger into love...that happens through 

mercy which is undeserved,   if someone is a big crab at work, and all they do is spew at 

you and that makes you angry, the solution is to be merciful to them to give them 

undeserved love which can help change their anger.  Righteous anger or indignation in 

the face of a grave injustice is justified. In fact it can be virtuous. Are you getting angry at 

the things you should be getting angry at is a good question.  Anger can lead to virtuous 

action.  Jesus was angry.  Jesus wasn't out to hurt anyone, they just needed a strong 

response because we need to reform from their ways.  To shake them out of 

complacency. Not all anger is sinful. Paul says in Eph 4... be angry, but do not 

sin!  Anger is a feeling, but when it becomes sinful is when it becomes aggressive.  Two 

a's.  
 
 
 
 


